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First real CLAST scheduled 
by Jennff~r Machtel 
FUTURE $TAFF WRITER 
students are not aware that they 
must take the test. All students, 
especially seniors should ·find out. 
and need to re-take any part can do so 
during any of the regularly scheduled 
test dates. PASSING CLAST 
University of Central Florida 
students, and all other students in the 
state university system, are now re-
quired by state · law to take the 
CLAST test if they have completed 
55 or more semester hours 
The CLAST test consists of four 
subtests. Students must pass all four 
parts. Students who pass three of the 
four subtests will be allowed to con-
tinue at UCF with no restrictions un-
til. they complete 96 semester hours. 
At that time if they have not passed . 
the fourth subtest they will not be 
allowed to register for 3000 and 4000 
level courses until they do pass. 
The only exception will be students 
who were enrolled in the state univer-
sity system before August 1, 1982 
(before fall semester). These students 
are not required to take .CLAST. It 
does . not matter if these students 
were continuously enrolled. 
BelOw ore the new PdSSlno 
scores adopted by the state 
Board of Education: 
Readlng·260 
Wrlflng·265 
Computatlon·260 
Essay·4 CLAST is an achievement test in 
commtinications and computations 
skills. The test is used to assure that 
sophomores ruive learned the skills 
, expected of them in their General 
Education studies. 
Students who pass less than three 
of the subtests will not be allowed to 
enroll in any upper division courses 
until all four parts have been passed. 
According to Tanzi "The CLAST 
test. is a standardized test and will· be 
basically the same each year. It will in 
total be no harder and no easier than 
it has been in the past.'' 
According to Dr. Tanzi, assistant 
dean of undergraduate studies, many Persons who have taken CLAST SEE CLAST PAGE 6 
Our new look ... 
By now you~ve noticed the ''new look'' of the 
Future. Changes have been made that were long 
overdue and will continue to be made as the year 
progresses. The general theory behind these 
changes is to make the newspaper more modem 
looking and pleasant to read. 
Criticisms accompa.._y 
UCF a d/drop a ain 
The most obvious changes are in the area of The 
Future's graphic design. These are intended to 
by Mike Rhodes 
STAFF WRITER 
make it more appealing to you, our readers. This The system off adding and dropping classes has 
has been a monumental effort for us and could not been under fire for a long time at UCF, but accor- , 
have been accomplished without the tedious, after ding to university registrar William Chapman, the 
hours work done by Managing Editor Robert present system is by far the most efficient method 
Molpus, and a recent transfer student, Art Director for students to change their schedules. 
Jeff Glick. · Students perennial complaints are the length of 
Look for an overall rise in the level of continuity the lines and the lack of classes. Both are problems 
throughout the paper as the year progresses too. which could hardly be remedied. -Chapman explain-
By continuity we mean graphics complimenting ed some of the alternative methods which have 
writing and vice versa. been proposed in the past. . 
I would like to thank the entire staff for their "We could put a machine in every college or 
work and patience in this most hectic of weeks. department. That's a fine idea until you consider 
If you have any questions about the paper or sug- the fact that most students deal with more than 
gestions on how we might improve its quality one college when going through add/drop." 
please call or stop by The Future offices. _ _ Chapman also said-that setting up appointment 
Mike Rhodes times m.jght alleviate some of the hassles, but he 
Editor in Chief pointed out that not every student has to go 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.........1 
through add/drop. This way all students who wish 
Rush weeks call for deCisiOn 
by Gina Cannarozzl 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
The Fall fraternity Rush 
Week activities began on 
August 20th with the Rush 
Kickoff in the UCF gym-
nasium. Following the 
Kickoff, numerous parties 
gave the fraternities a chance . 
to select new members -and 
the rushees the opportunity 
to find the correct fraternity. 
parties are open to everyone · is a predominately commuter 
inter~sted. Incoming school, it is easy for a student 
freshmen are especially en- to view it only as a place to 
couraged to attend, as going get a degree. Addenzio said 
through Rush is an excellent that he feels the university 
way to get involved with cam- has much more to offer and · 
pus life and to. meet new peo- that the Greek system is a 
ple. good way to get involved in 
Tamara Jones, the 
graduate advisor for 
Panhellinic, emphasized that 
a rushee is under no obliga-
tion to any fraternity or 
sorority. The sororities and 
fraternities ~e not looking 
for particular qualifications. 
the university community. 
to go through ad/drop may do so. 
The bottom line according to Chapman, is that 
"somebody's first and somebody's last." At UCF it 
is· the graduate students and seniors who get prec 
dent over all others in the add/drop process. th 
particular group of students rarely compete 
undergraduates for classes. 
The next group consists of by far the largest 
classification, the juniors. Students trans.ferring in 
from the community colleges combined with the 
students already at UCF make for a great deal of 
competition for classes. 
Sophomore and freshmen classified students 
follow. · 
The system overall is run on a first come first 
served basis for all classifications. Chapman said 
that getting classes during add/drop is _almost 
purely by chance unless instructor's issue over-
rides. 
In the week after the frater-
nities' rush, beginning on 
August 30th, the sororities go 
through a similar process of 
finding new members. The 
Bob Addenizio, the Inter-
fraternity Council President, 
pointed out that because UCF 
The general ·sentiment 
among persons involved in 
the Greek system is that a 
fraternity or sorority gives a 
person the chance not only to 
participate in activities and 
serve the university and the 
community, but also to 
establish some life-long 
friendships. 
Students listen as fraternity member talks about the merits 
of joining the organization. Tim Barto/Future 
Page2 
D SERVICES STOPPED 
The Special Services Pro-
gram, once located in the Ad-
ministration Building was 
terminated at the end of the 
summer session. The U.S. 
Department of Education did 
not fund the program for this 
school year. Handicapped 
students may continue reciev-
ing services through Louise 
Friderici, Coordinator for 
Handicapped Student Ser-
vices. 
D LIBRARY TOUR 
and be expected to work full 
time for nine weeks during 
the sumer of 1985 researching 
and writing a humanities 
paper under the close supervi-
sion of a humanities scholar. 
This is not a financial aid pro-
gram and no academic credit 
should be sought for these 
projects. For more informa-
tion write to: Younger 
Scholars Guidelines, Division 
of General Programs, Room 
420, National Endowment for 
the Humanities, 1100 Penn-
sylvania Ave., Washington 
D.C. 20506 . 
D TICKETS AVAILABLE 
Students' . season football 
tickets, which are part of stu-
dent fee·s, are now available at 
the Ticket Office located in 
The library staff .will con- - the Athletics Building. 
tinue to offer demonstrations Tickets . may be picked up 
in the use of the online com- weekdays between 9 a.m. and 
puter catalog and tours of the 4 p.m. Tic,kets may also be 
new library facilities. Ses- picked up at .Gate G of Orlan-
sions began last Monday and do Stadium one hour prior to 
will run until August 31. game time. Students should 
Each s~ssion lasts SO minutes have have positive i~entifica- · 
or less and . no appointmen'ts tion and their class schedules 
are necessary. Persons in- to pick up their tickets. 
terested should call or stop by -
. the library ·for more informa- D P.I. REVIEW COURSE 
tion on exact times and dates. The UCF College of 
D UCF MEWS STAFF 
Persons interes~d in work-
ing on the UCF News, a week-
ly news program aired on 
UCF's television channel, 
Evans Cable 35, are urged to 
attend the first staff meeting 
on August 28 at 8:30 a.m. in 
the faculty lounge on the fifth 
floor of the Humanities and 
Fine Arts Building. Serving 
on the ·staff offers RTV pro-
~uction and jourrµtlism _ma-
~3 an excellent opportunity 
~ for experience and communi-
ty exposure. Students unable 
to attend the meeting should 
sign up in the Communica-
tions Department and staff 
members will contact you by 
phone. 
D ENDOWMENT 
Engineering and the local 
chapter o~ the Florida 
Engineering Society are spon-
soring an extended review 
course for persons who intend 
to take the Professional 
Engineer (P.E.) .exam. The 
course will be conducted on 
campus each Monday from 6 
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. beginning 
on Sept. 10 and lasting 
through March 18, 1985. This 
will be a two part program 
consisting of Engineering 
Fundamentals followed by 
Principles of Practice. The fee 
fpr Enginering Fundamentals 
is $175; other fees are based 
on options selected by 
students. Categories to be 
covered include civil, elec-
trical, mechanical, sanitary 
a~d structural engineering. 
For more information on 
Guidelines and application course registration and cur-
forms for the Younger riculum contact Dr. J.P. 
Scholars Program of the Na- Hartman, P.E., at 275-2156. 
tional Endowment for the D SABAN TO SPEAK Humanities are now 
available. The program will 
award up to 100 grants na-
tionally to students under 21 
years of age to conduct their 
own research and writing pro-
jects in fields such as history, 
philosophy and the study of 
literature. The application 
deadline is October 15. Reci-
pients of these awards will 
recieve a stipend of $1,800 
Knights head football coach 
Lou Saban will speak to UCF 
dorm residents and others in-
terested at a meeting Aug. 27 
at 7:00 p.m. in the Commons 
Building. The program, head-
ed by UCF Resident Assis-
tant A.J. Vigil, is designed to 
develop student support and 
interest in UCF football. 
Saban is expected to discuss 
This public doclrnent wos promulgated at an annual cost ot $100,000 or 5.3 cents per~ 
to lrtonn the unlvel$lly community. 
Oplnlom expressed In The Future are those ot the editor-or Of the writer and are not necessarily 
lhose ot the University Boord ot Publlcallons or Of the administration. 
The Future, August 24, 1984 
J 
Lines of the ·times ... • 
The line to get Into add/drop twists around and out of -the student center as students wait 
and hope for a chance to change their schedules. 
plans and goals for the up-
coming season and introduce 
some players. Saban's presen-
tation will be followed by an 
explanation by Student Body 
President John Sowinski on 
how students may obtain free 
tickets and bus transporta-
tion to the game. 
D WARTS TO WAIT 
Due to personnel shortages, 
the Health Center must cur-
tail some elective procedures 
on a temporary basis. 
Presently it is anticipated 
that services in the following 
areas will .be resumed October 
1: visual screening, physical 
Examinations required by 
outside agencies, routine 
"PAP" smears, wart surgery, 
and new family planning 
visits. 
1ut UCF 
1l"lr PEOPLE 
D BOARD ELECTS KERSTEN 
Dr. Robert Kersten, dean of 
the College of Engineering 
since 1968, has been elected 
as vice-chairman of the 
Florida Board of Engineers. 
The Board is a responsible 
for licensing and regulating 
Florida's 18,884 engineers. 
Kersten is a civil engineer 
and a Fellow of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers. He 
is also a member of the 
American Association for the 
Advancement of Science and 
the Florida Engineering 
Society. 
D VIGIL WINS AWARD 
A Minority Fellowship will 
be given to "Armando 'A.J.' 
Vigil" by the National 
Science Foundation. The 
award will pay for Vigil's 
work toward a master's 
degree in electrial engineering 
followed by his studies for a 
Ph.D. 
Vigil is the first UCF stu-
dent to recieve this award. 
Upon recieving his bachelor's 
degree last April he was nam~ 
ed Oustanding Senior by the 
local chapter of the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineers. 
D HILLEBRANDT LEAVING 
A recent UCF graduate will 
present a "going. away 
recital" Aug. 30 before leav-
ing the area to do . graduate 
work at the University of 
Michigan. 
John Hillebrandt will per-
form at 8 p.m. in the Music 
Rehearsal Hall on the UCF 
campus. The recital is free 
and open to the public. He 
will perform works by 
Scarlatti, Chopin, 
Rachmaninoff, Ravel and 
DeBussy. Hillebrandt will 
close his performance with 
one of his own compositions. 
D SOUTH AFRICA 
The Kansas University Stu-
dent Senate Executive Com-
mittee passed a resolution for-
bidding their senate from do-
ing business with any com-
panies with any companies 
with subsidiaries in South 
Africa. The student 
newspaper editorialized 
against the move, saying that 
history proves economic and 
political isolation are always 
counter-revolutionary. 
D EXPENSIVE SNOW 
Last month Bolivian snow 
fell on the University of 
Alabama Graduate School of-
fice, along with a Christmas 
card. The drugs, worth 
$30,000 on the street, were 
confiscated by state police 
who are investigating. 
D CAMPUSES DRY OUT 
The new drinking age law is 
recieving a Q.ecidedly mixed 
reaction on campuses nation-
wide. Although ad-
ministrators' have long been 
involved in efforts to reduce 
irresponsible student drink-
ing, many believe the new na- ,.. 
tional drinking age of 21 will 
simply encotirage more off-
campus drinking and party-
ing, rather than eliminating 
alcohol consumption among 1 
• 
• 
18, 19, and 20 year olds. Also 
looming in the fall are poten-
tial discipline problems when 
administrators try to enforce 
the new laws in residence 
halls and at campuswide func-
tions. 
D ERROR IN AID 
• 
• 
The University of Arizona 
overpaid Pell Grants by $1.5 ,, 
million between 1981 and 
1983. An audit by a Tucson 
firm revealed a miscalculation 
in which an allowance for on- 4 
campus students was given to 
off-campus students, 
resulting.in the overspending. · "' 
UA's director of student ser-
vices blamed the goof on the 
lack of a computerized system • 
for the financial aids depart-
ment. 
0 ROTC AIUSE • 
Today's ~my is learning a 
lot about today's litigious • 
society at the University of 
Minnesota, where a former 
cadet is suing for damages, 
• alleging emotional distress, 
racial discrimination and sex-
ual harassment. Flowrean 
Orange is seeking $200,000 in ., 
compensatory damages from 
UM and $500,000 in punitive 
damages from Sergeant ., 
Diclcy Coons, whom she says 
abused her physically and 
verbally. Coons was relieved ., 
for cause after Orange filed a 
complaint against him in 
January, but she was also 
soon Hdisenrolled" from 
ROTC. 
The Future, August 24, 1984, 3 
Student Government plans changes_ 
by Robert Sulllvan 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Many changes are coming to Stu-
dent Government this fall says Presi-
dent John Sowinski. Among these 
changes are a new Kiosk, voter 
registration, discount services, and-
many new services for students. 
Sowinski hopes to have the present 
Kiosk torn down and have a new brick 
structure built in its place. The Kiosk 
will become more of a center of infor-
mation for the students. The struc-
ture will sell discount tickets as well 
as validate student · identification 
cards. The cost to student govern-
ment will be approximately $20,000 
in matching funds said Vice President 
Tim Albrecht. · · 
There will also be a large scale voter 
registration drive which will begin 
about the beginning of next week. 
Sowinski said that this drive will in-
crease the number of eligible voters 
from the college level. Albrecht ex-
pects that the drive will prOduce more 
then 1000 registrations. He is using a 
new technique, which involves 
deputizing persons from each large 
organization on campus. 
Another change is expanding dis-
count services, which includes getting 
a discount card for university 
students for use off campus. There 
will be buses for all of the home. foot-
ball games and most of th~ home 
hasketball-games.- The buses will not 
be old school buses, but will be at 
least four coach-type buses which will 
cost exactly the same amount of 
money to rent, said Sowinski. 
A book exchange is planned for the 
near future says Albrecht. The ex-
. change will work as follows. A stu-
dent wants to have a book sold: The 
book exchange would put a voucher in 
the book for the price that the student 
wants for it. Then the book would be 
put into a room where students could 
browse around for the right book. 
When the book is sold for that price, 
the student that sold the book would 
then get the money. Sowinski says 
that the exchange would be a service 
and w·ould be non-profit. 
Albrecht ~ays another change .is 
assigrung add-~op times. He says it 
will work just like registration times 
Every day in this country 
10 kids disappear. _ 
Some run away. But others are kidnapped by strangers, · 
or even by people they know. 
Don't let your child be one of them. Teach your children: 
• Not to accept rides or money from anyone without your permission. 
• To tell a policeman if someone makes them feel scared -~ 
• To walk with friends to school, parks, and home. ~ 
- -
John Sowinski Tim Barto/Future 
and best of all reduce those 
monstrous waiting lines. A tutor 
reference service will be funded by 
Student Government sometime in the 
near future. This is almost a matter of 
nec~ssity since student serviees are 
not being funded anymore. 
There will be a legislative luncheon 
Tim Al~recht 
this fall. Sowinski said that he hopes 
to show the Orlando area legislators 
what the n~ds of the University are.-
The University pool has had some 
strange hours in the past. This will all 
change with the new Student Govern-
ment. The pool will have regular 
hours . and will be heated during the 
winter months. 
We Do MORE 
Than Keep The Books 
AT YOUR LIBRARY 
STUDENT. 
GOVERNMENT 
Expect Much More in 1984 
'·''' 
•••• 
Come on by the Student Center . and take 
adVantage of these GREAT services!!!! 
*Disco.unt Mo.vie Tickets* 
*Disco.unt tickets to. Area Attractio.ns* 
*East-West Expressway Tokens* 
Discount Photo Processing* · 
*Typing Roo.m * 
*Lo.st and Fo.und* 
r 
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U.S. Department of Transportation ~I 
DRINKING AND DRIVING 
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP. 
Brown performs vital 
service to university 
by Don Wittekind 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
In the past, universities in 
need of legal aid, advice, or 
defense appealed to law firms 
for assistance. However, over 
the last 15 years, due . to the 
increase in legal matters and 
the rising costs of the firms, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil colleges have begun to see the 
Small Appllance Repaln 
Gifts, Antiques • Jewelry 
· I • I SERVICE 657-1707 
UNIVERSITY• GOLDENROD, K·MART PWA 
HUM ME LS 
• COLLECTOR 
· DOLU 
BRASS 
SILVER 
• LEADED GLASS 
:. FFllT . 
GOLD CHAINS 
CHARMS 
• JEWELRY 
. -- -~Ft:lTdxm;z:' · 
•48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING 
•ONE HR. OR SAME DAY COLOR PRINT PROCESSING 
•SAME DAY EKTACHROME FILM PROCESSED 
•PROFE'SSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE 
•FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS: 
mats, frames 
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAY PREPARATION: 
mounting, texturlzlng, and spraying 
Member:Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida 
10'% Student 
Discount 
OPEN M·F 10:00-6:00 
~~--Ml SAT. 10:00·5:00 
677-5558 
need for an on-campus, 
university employed attorney 
to handle the many legal pro-
blems that arise in our state 
university system. 
At UCF, this posistion · is 
filled by Mr. Ashmun Brown. 
Brown has handled cases for 
the university ranging from 
common personnel problems 
to some rather extreme mat-
ters. 
One interesting case involv- . ' 
ed a lawsuit filed against 11...''~X· ~~.....___:::...; 
UCF for refusing use of the . University Attorney Ash Brown· has dealt with a very diver-
university's facilities for a sifted number of cases and dlputes. 
homosexual/lesbian conven-
tion in 1~80. The university 
had allowed the convention to 
be held in years prior, but in 
1980 the group requested to 
use the facilities for a three-
day convention instead of one 
as in prior years. The univer-
sity prevailed in that in-
stance. · 
Brown believes in preven-
tive maintenance and tries to 
keep his clients-the univer-
sity-informed on legal mat-
·ters from the start, hopefully 
avoiding many of the in-
cidents that migh otherwise 
have occurred. His main jqb 
is handling lawsuits against 
the college. He also advises 
faculty and administration 
members on contracts for ser-
vices, as well as giving advice 
to students on such matt.ers 
as Florida residence and other 
legal problems. 
Mr. Brown has been a col-
lege attorney for ten years 
and has spent the last folµ" at 
UCF. He received his Juris 
Doctorate at Boston Univer-
sity and his Mast.er of Law at 
th~ University of Michigan. 
SUN STATE FORD MAKES 
IT EASY TO DRIVE! 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW 
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE FREE: 
1984 
Thunderbird 
Turbo Coupe 
CO.ME IN TODAY 
FOR A ·TEST DRIVE 
APPROVED 
AUTO REPAIR 
NEW AND. USED 
CARS AND TRUCKS 
SALES & 
_, 
SERVICE 
Extended Service Plan 
The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract bet-
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you 
against unexpected repair costs on an extensive list 
of majorcomponents, and lets you drive with peace of 
mind. 
24 MONTH 
or 
24,000 MILE 
Maximum ·coverage Plan 
• COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
• RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT 
• AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL 
• LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER 
.. 
-
-
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·Fox Hunt Lanes Goodman Payton 
Asso.ciates 
Inc. 
A Townhome Community 
YOUR "Home Away From Home" 
. I 
ta. 
A Tremendous 
Investment 
Opportunity 
18'· ",. --~ 
GHAl IODM 
l+'·!"ll l"l'~f· 
r-1 
I I 
I 12,.4 
l__JSKYLT. 
HHDDM -'! 
I 'i' · 4" • l I'· o• 
First Floor 
1506 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32803 
Post Office Box 4787 
Winter Park, FL 32793 
(305) 422-1111 
....--·· 
STOP PAYING RENT FOR JO·HNNY 
Let Johnny help BUY a Townhome. . 
Invest $500.00 to reserve your Townhome Now! 
·FROM $52,900 
Owner/Occupant financing from 5 3 · 
Investor fin.ancing from 10 3 available 
SALES· OFFICE . 
'OPEN 
T 
.. 
OQ 
I 
I 
Let . Liz or Debbie show ~ I 
you our neat floor plan I 
:~· • f' f 11 f V' G L. 
6 I { .i:'°~l l ! I M '1 [ l D f.t 
I I 
I I 
- ~--I 
'MA S T £ l. 
PJE'DU D ri 
Call (305) 282·439~ 
or 422·1111 after hours. 
l_~~"-'·4~"-~ro~··+§·~~~· 
ah . .q.& ,, • .,.'l. 
Rental Inforhiation Available 
- Jog or ride your bike to school-
we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance! 
Second Floor 
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New program compHments area industry 
by Mike Rhodes 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Among the scores of new programs 
offered at UCF, one of the most im-
portant to the area, the Hospitality 
Management Program, was also one 
of the most difficult to get off the 
ground. 
The program offers a major geared 
towards, but not restricted to 
tourism, and deals with hotel, 
restaurant and other hospitality 
related management. 
The name of the program brings to 
mind careers as tour guides or food 
preparation, both just a sampl~ of the 
myths _which program chairman Dr. 
Abraham Pizam , hopes to quickly 
dispel. . 
Pizam said that often people equate 
CLAST 
From Page One 
In the past however, the test did 
not require a passing score to move 
on to upper division classes nor did it 
the field of hospitality management 
with low pay and low levels of skills. 
While this may have been true many 
. years ago, Pizam said Tuesday that 
today's hospitality industry is look-
. ing for highly skilled persons with the 
high tech training necessary for this 
rapidly growing, global industry. En-
trance level management personnel 
can expect to earn from $15-20,000 
during training alone. Upper level 
management in the hospitality in-
dustry have six digit salaries that 
rival most large corporations. A 
general manager for a good sized. 
hotel for example, could earn upwards 
of $250,000 annually with perks, and 
manage a work force of at least 1,5.00. 
The size and nature of the Orlando 
area makes opportunities and de-
mand for persons specializing in this 
area huge. In. fact much of the initia-
tion of the program can be attributed 
carry any other penalties. Previous 
tests were only used to determine the 
level at which the standards should 
be set. 
This will be the first time the test 
has been administered where it will 
count. The test is required by the 
to the local hospitality/tourism in-
dustry according to Pizam. 
The program is part of the recently 
founded Dick Pope Institute for 
Tourism Studies in the Coll~ge of 
Business Administration. At least 
ten of the members of the advisory 
board for the insititute are directly in-
volved corporate members of the 
tourism industry. 
While the program has all the right 
. stuff as far as career planning goes it 
has run it to some big obstacles, some 
of which it has .yet to overcome. One 
of those obstacles' has been com-
munication to the students. Few 
students are even aware that the pro-
gram exists. This was compounded 
by the fact that the program is not 
listed in the new catalog nor are any 
of the classes listed in the Fall class 
schedule. This because the program· 
was not even approved by the state 
State Board of . Education for the 
award of an Associate of Arts degree 
and admission to upper division 
status. 
Since the test is standardized, the 
passing ~cores will continue to-rise as 
the quality of students t'!king the ex-
legislature until a few months ago. 
The program has had to rely on word 
of mouth advertising to bring in the 
50 students currently enrolled. 
Like most other new majors, the 
program has been forced to work with 
very little in the way of funding. Only 
$80,000 was allocated for the pro-
gram to hire a staff, work up cur-
riculum, and purchase materials. 
No special facilities are available so 
the program will depend on SAGA, 
the campus food service organization, 
for hands on work. Also, as a require-
ment for graduation · the major calls 
for at least 800 hours of work in the 
hospitality mangagement area. 
Presently only four courses are be-
ing taught with ten expected for the 
spring ·semester, all of which are be-
ing handled by a three person faculty. 
Pizam predicts at least 400 students 
to be in the program in four years. 
am rises. 
The CLAST test is only offered one 
time per · semester. Registration 
deadline for the fall term is August 
31. The test will be given on 
September 29. 
. ITERS: U·COMP Comput•r Store 
SHARE 
THE 
COST 
OF 
UYING. 
•• GIVE TO THE 
AMERICAN 
. CANCER soc1m. 
CHILD ABUSERS 
ARE MORE 
HELPLESS THAN 
THEIR CHILDREN. 
Most child abusers are 
truly unable to help 
themselves . They were 
abused while growing 
up . so they've learned 
no other way to raise 
their ow n children. Be-
cause the y are o help-
le abou t raising their 
own children . child 
abuser are as much the 
victims of a viciou · 
cycle as the children 
they abu ·e. Yet child 
abusers can be helped . 
HELP DESTROY A FAMILY 
TRADITION.WRITE: 
• Nauonal Committee for 
Prevention of Cn1ld Abuse 
Box 2866. Chicago Ill 60690 
A Public Service of This Newspaper "'fl 
& The Advertising Council ~J.:~ 
ATHINGOF 
THE MST? 
• KAYPRO's TIPE-IT allows this 
system w be used as a typewriter while 
you learn its other _capabilities! 
• The Business Pak will type more than 
200 uords per minute! (Your secretary 
probably types 60wpm.) 
• The Business Pak will correct all of your 
spelling errors. Just think! No more 
white-outs. typeovers or misspelled 
words! Every correspondence is letter 
perfect! 
• The Business Pak will show you a full 13 
lines of script and REMEMBER almDBt 
200 pages of text! · 
• The Business Pak will also do super-
scripting, sub-5cripting. bold face type 
and more! 
• The Business Pak .... ill do full text 
editing. ill.!lerting and even format your 
pages! 
The Business Pak will project profits, 
balance your checkblok, do your inventDry, 
estimate jobs, maintain your ~lient lists 
and more! • llAY1'IO 2X ~ 
The best part is that the KA YPRO . • unllO LITTIHIUAUTY l'llflll . 
Business Pak is complete! There is nothing • 11 l'Ofl.ul son..,.,_,,. 
else to buy, and the tDtal price for the • COW\111 DOCllil8fTATION 
Business Pak is probably LESS than most • 'MHT' ~lllUWCe 
BCHXJ1led memory typewrit.ers. = .=-.==:. :'-=-~ .=..@: 
lf you've been contemplating the :::.::: ,::-;:. -:;:-.:::.....:: ~ -.= =: 
purclwe of an electronic memory = =. = = =-.: : ~ 
E~~~i~~;~~cestheBIY~~kJSlio:o: N-ESS-· -- - PAK--
Look intD KAYPRO's _ __ 
Business Pak and • ..,"1191".,.,.... . 
bring yourself up 
tD date. 
• TheBusines;Pak:lill \\•"' 
run your form letters _, ,.. ,., ... -~·~ [ -·. ' .. r 
and collate your i- , 1· •' ~ 
mailing lists! · ~ ::- -f,f... 1 
• i r ~-
'- .. ' _.-. - ., ~ - t .. • ... , • •• ~ ...... • 
- .. '.: • - --__ .. ·' •""-· 
245 West 
Hwy. 436 
Suite 1001 
Alt. Springs 
FL. 32714 
Central Florlda 
Orlglnal 
Authorized 
Next to TGI 
FRIDAY In.The 
VIiiage Shop 
F·or Students And 
Faculty Of UCF 
One FREE Copy 
of TURBO PASCAL 
.. 
I ) 
t ) 
~) 
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McMILLAN FURNITURE CITY 
SERVING ORLANDO SINCE 1955 
TV CART 
In Box 
,28 
r U1111 fillW!I i: 
' 
IJ 
Add efficiency with 
this economical 
swing-out door desk 
in carton 
' -
THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS!!! 
Pine Group Bonanza I 
If you wanted a country western pine suite and could not 
afford it, here's yourchance! Heavy honey pine lumber, · 
2x4 construction - reversible cushions in durable Her-
culon® . Sofa, chair, 2-end tables & coffee table. 
All 5 Pieces 
Now At 
Sale Price! $298.00 
Save Money• 
Still Get The Best 
An All Wood Suite • An Astonishing Value • 
You Get 
All This 
For O~ly 
$248.00 
---------+-----------------1 All 5 pieces: Double dresser, framed mirror, chest, full/ 
4 drawer 
chest 
' 48 
·I \ 
$39.95 
BOOKCASE 
HEADBD. 
FULL OR 
QUEEN 
ONLY 
$59.95 
Country Pine Bunk Bed Sale! 
BUNK BEDS 
EASILY 
SEPARATE 
INTO TWIN 
BEDS . 
SAVING TO GO! 
STURDY 4" PINE 
BU.NKS 
~~~ 5198°0 
After Sale Price $249 
Includes 
• Foam Bunkies 
• Ladder 
• Guard Roils 
SWIVEL ROCKER 
Beautiful fabrics 
SALE 
Reg. $88.20 
$68 
queen headbo9rd and nite stand. 
COMPLETE DELUXE COOKWARE SETS 
Stainless Steel •Copper Bottoms 
1:~1QUALITY COOKWARE 
5 PC. 
DINETTE 
Sale $99.oo 
7309 E. COLONIAL DR., ORLANDO, . FLORIDA 
. 1 MILE EAST OF HWY. 436 ON HWY. 50 
HO.URS: MON.·FRI. 9·9 • SAT. 9•6 • SUN. 12·6 
282·0370 lffili i~ LAYAWAY TERMS AVAILABLE 
I 
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t! 
THE INSIDE TRACK 
Unique Fashion forward 
Clothes from Fashion 
Capitols Around The· 
World 
New York, Los Angeles, 
London, Paris, Milan 
Lee Rd. 
Shopping 
Center 
1-4(W) 
Lee Rd. 
INSIDE TRACK 
I I 
JJ.Whispers 
l-4(E) 
THE INSIDE TRACK 
902 Lee Rd. At The 
. Lee Road Shopping Center 
(In front of J .J. Whispers) 
Master Card, Visa, Personal Checks 
Welcome 
. ' 
~~~~~~-"'~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
This black woman could be 
Americas hope ... she·s a United 
Negro College Fund graduate 
who could dedicate her lire to 
finding a cure for cancer. A cure 
that could save thousands of 
lives each year. And fill every 
black person's heart with pride. 
So support black education. 
Send your check to the United 
Negro College Fund. Box Q. 500 
East 62nd St.. New York. N.Y. 10021. 
GIVE TO THE 
Ul'tlTED l'tEGRO COLLEGE FUl'tD. 
A n und i~a 1em bl.-t h1ny l o wast ~ 
A Public Service of Tnls Newspaper r.lfl 
& The Adver11 s1ng Council ~~ 
Military Discounts Available. 
Military Transfers Honored. 
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Building project stalled 
Jayne Day 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
The proposed Health Education 
Building is still currently in the plan-
ning stage, according to Dr. C.W. 
Brown, Dean of Students. The facility 
which was scheduled to have been 
completed by the beginning of the 
Fall sem~ster, has yet to even break 
ground. 
The building will be located adja-
cent to the health center and will be 
financed by a reserve fund within the 
health center. 
The funds came from various 
origins such as sales and health fees. 
Brown says the reserve helps take 
care of particular needs as they come 
up. The project, however is at a stand-
still at this time because of cost 
related problems. 
Robert Webb of Facilities Planning 
says the university had budgeted a 
specific amount and had hired the ser-
vices of a contractor on a design-build 
basis. 
For a lump sum the contractor 
would have an architect design the 
center based on the suggestions of the 
university's planning department and 
construction would begin according 
to t hese specifications. 
I The Health Center grows 
The planning did not turn out as 
smoothly as expected. Webb says the 1 
proposals were far too extravagant 
for the budget and it would be 
necessary to redesign . . 
No actions have been made to select 
an ·alternate contractor. Webb is 
dismayed by the delay. "We had 
hoped the project would be complete 
and . occupied by now." The project 
was to have begun in late June or ear-
ly July and finished before classes 
began. 
The Health Education· Building will 
primarily be the site of the new dental 
facility. There will be t,wo dental ex-
amination rooms and an office for a 
staff dentist. Other offices will be 
created for a public health nurse and 
assorted staff. Health education 
students may take advantage of the 
large conference room there that will 
be open during the day and after 
hours for educational purposes. ''We 
need this facility," said Brown. 
At present there is no date set for 
completion 'of the project. 
New addition 
CPA CANDIDATES 
FIND OUT WHY · 
LAMBERS CPA REVIEW 
IS AMERICA'S LARGEST l 00% LIVE INSTRUCTION 
CPA REVIEW 
CLASSES START SEPTEMBER 4, 1984 
AT GOSS MEMORIAL METHODIST CHURCH 
2113 EAST SOUTH STREET, ORLANDO 
TUESDAY, THURSDAY EVENINGS AND 
SATURDAY CLASSES. 
FOR FREE SAMPLE CHAPTER AND COURSE INFORMATION 
CALL: 305-365-8668 OR 800-343-8414 
FREE REPEAT PLAN 
New Duplex VIiias 
• 2 & 3 bedroom plans from $490 per month 
• Leasing and sales office cpen daily 
• In the city of Ovledo-5 miles from UCF 
- - - -
Phone: (305) 365-4927 
Students! Work Smart. 
Work Simply ... With Hewlett-Packard. 
Take a good look at your class schedule. 
If you're in Science or Engineering, chances 
are your classes include Calculus, Physics, or 
Chemistry. Engineering Statics, or Dynamics. 
You're running up against some tough calcula-
tions, with statistics problems, hyperbolics, and 
logs. The HP-11C calculator helps you breeze 
through those problems with a few simple 
keystro~es . 
Need to simplify problems that are even more 
complex? The HP-41 CV gives you 128 built-in 
functions-and the HP-41CX over 200-to sim.: 
plify your long homewmk assignments. Use ~p to 
6,437 bytes. of memory to save the programs 
and formulas you use often. And there are thou-
sands of software programs, so you don't have 
to start from scratch next term. . 
If you're in Business or Finance, you're proba- . 
bly taking Accounting, Statistical Methods, 
Finance, and Investment Analysis. Classes 
loaded with tedious calculations. End the pencil-
and-paper drudgery with the HP-12C. The most 
powerful decision-maker on the market! Dedi-
cated keys make time value of money 
.calculations, amortization, Net Present Value 
(NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and statis-
tics solutions as simple as a si.Dgle keystroke. And 
it's easy to change values or correct mistakes 
~ithout reentering your entire problem. 
Hewlett-Packard calculators. They help you 
work smart this term. And next term. And even 
later on the job. Get your HP today from your 
local HP dealer. 
For the location of the dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE 1-800-FOR-HPPC. 
F/iO- HEWLETT 
~~PACKARD 3902401 658A 
I 
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I OFFICE: -OF I )TUDE:NT GOllE:RNME:NT 
Fellow Students: 
We would like to take this opportunity to welcome you to UCF for the 
Fall Semester of 1984. · 
We hope that you have had an enjoyable summer and that you are . 
ready to take on the classes and activities of the Semester. 
While you have been gone, Student Government has not stood idle. 
·we have had a very productive summer and have accomplished quite a· 
bit for you. Over the summer, Student Government has served you 
by: 
***Getting a student member on the University Budget Committee, 
giving students input on how all University monies are ~llocated. 
***Providing greater financial support for student programming on 
campus. 
***Eliminating the $34,000 deficit that has plagued Student 
Government for the past three years. 
· ***Adding two additional vehicles for use by student clubs and · 
organizations. 
***Addressing and correcting gc;>vernment at Area Campuses (this has 
been a problem in Student Government). 
***Beginning plans to tear down the Kiosk and build .a new permanent 
structure made of brick. · 
***Building bridges of communication with the University 
Administration to let them know about and address the day to day 
needs of the Student Body. 
***Expanding state level representation of the Student· Body. 
These and the many other accomplishments of the Summer make us 
optimistic about the upcoming year. · 
If you have any questions about how you can be a part of what we are 
expecting,to be Student Government's best year ever, stop by and see 
us, your Senators, or a Cabinet member. · Our offices are in the 
Studeht ·Center. 
Have a great Semester!!! 
y°j:i~uµ Mr-~~~ 
John Sowinski Tim Albrecht 
Student Body President Student Body Vice President 
President 
TREVOR 
COLBOURN 
Welcome to the University of Cen-
tral Florida! You are special people 
• who have come to a special universi-
ty! What makes you special? Well, 
you showed the good judgement to 
request the oppor'tunity to come 
here; and we showed the good judg-
ment to comply with your requesf. 
To be more specific, you have 
already demonstrated your academic 
potential-in your SAT or ACT 
scores anq in your grade poin~ 
average. And UCF has already 
demonstrated its ability to provide a 
· high 'quality educational experience 
to more than 30,000 graduates who 
are already confirming their quality 
in the outside world they have 
entered. 
UCF is a young university, among 
the youngest in the State University 
System of Florida. But we are 
already the fourth largest university 
and the university with the most 
rapid growth. The rapidity of that 
growth has been troubling; it has · 
outstripped resources and threaten-
ed our commitment to students as 
individuals. We hope we can reduce 
that threat, just as we hope you 
know we are glad you are here. We 
care about our students; you are our 
reason fQr existence. 
Some of you may well doubt that 
sometimes. Some of you will know 
mome~ts of frustration and anger 
with yourselves and with the univer-
sity. When you do, try to sort out 
the reasons and who is at fault. If it 
is the university, try to do 
something about it. The university, 
obviously enough, is made up of peo-
ple. People make mistakes, they get 
tked and angry; a few may care lit-
tle about the victims or the 
mistakes. If you should become an 
apparent victim, let us know. 
Discuss your problem with those 
who are in a position to help. If they 
don't, got to someone else. Be sure 
to make the best use of the profes-
sionals in the Division of Student 
Affairs. If you have exhausted other 
options, write to me. You will get a 
response. My point is obvious 
enough: we care; we Will make 
mistakes, but we will correct them if 
_, you will create the opportunity. Pro-
blems cannot be solved if you clo not 
make them known. 
UCF' s success in creating. the best 
educational opportunity does not de-
pend upon the university alone. Yes, 
public and private funding is a basic 
need for the university. But we also 
need you to understand your respon-
sibility. You are here to study. The 
faculty cannot do that for you. The 
faculty can instruct, guide and 
counsel. But you have to do your 
part. You will not succeed as 
students unless you know how to 
study and when. Waiting until the 
fourteenth week of a fifteen week 
semester is an example of bad tim-
ing. 
We want you to succeed. We will 
do our best to help you if you will 
do yours. 
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f>R~tDENT 
l'TREV" 
Students· acc·omodate 
When Knights' head foot-
ball coach Lou Saban revealed 
· on Sept. 1 that 12 of the 
team's players failed to meet 
academic eligibility re-
quirements a lot of people con-
sidered it a terrible loss to the 
program. No one stopped to 
consider the loss of the twelve 
young men whose college 
careers may be over. · 
The powers that be assert . 
that this university puts "the 
accent on the individual." Yet 
from the time the orientation 
process begins to the time we 
finally graduate we are herded 
about like so many sheep in 
seemingly endless lines for 
everything. 
Tlie parking situation can 
be ·looked on much like a 
crowded corral of vehicles. 
Each of us search for a place 
to call our own, even though 
we pay $13, presumably to 
park on pavement. Cowboys 
who run about issuing tickets 
like cattle prods are a cons-
tant frustration. 
We were forced to by tickets 
to football and basketball 
games which a minority of 
students regularly attend. 
It seems that the accent on 
the individual can now be 
paraphrased to read the ac-
comodation by the individual. 
Willing or unwilling, the 
students of UCF remain 
almost powerless to make the 
decisions which determine 
their individuality. 
We are required to take cer-
tain classes, yet we cannot 
take them for one reason or, 
another. Why do paradoxes 
like this exist?. V ~ious ex-
cuses are offered, but none 
that will appease a student 
who has had to spend five 
years instead of four in school 
because a course was not of-
fered. 
And the instances of con-
tradiction occur more and 
more every day' with little 
regard to who is effected. 
UCF is quickly becoming an 
institutional lesson in 
callousness. Is this the type of 
education that will help us 
find our place in society? 
The only comfort we do 
have, is that we are not alone -
in our plight. Over 16,000 of 
us stand in line waiting from a 
chance blessing from heaven 
which will grant · us every 
class on our first try and 
add/drop lines disappear · 
foreve.r. 
until that magical day we 
can do one of two things. We 
can sit around and moo like 
the cattle that . we are led to 
believe we are, or we can break 
the barbed wire fences and de-
mand a change. 
Meanwhile, at least 12 UCF 
students futures are ques-
tionable. Coach Saban 
laments because we can't 
''keep our program progress-
ing.'' We will lament the 1oss 
of 12 individuals. 
Mike Rhodes 
Editor in Chief 
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CREIG 
EWING 
Welcome, Add/Drop survivors, to 
Martin-Marietta Training School, or 
the University of Central Florida as 
it is sometimes .called. ' 
As some of you might know, I use 
this. space every other week to vent 
my frustrations, libel so~eone or 
generally discredit this publication. 
·It's venting time again and the 
ventee is the $30 athletic fee and the 
parking lots, particulary the lack 
thereof. 
A~tually these two things are 
related. Last year the athl~tic 
department announced a debt of · 
thre~quarters of a million dollars 
and some of that money was borrow-
ed from a fund set aside to build 
parking lots. Now the parking situa-
tion is worse than ever, which will 
put the pressure on football coach 
Lou Saban to come up with a winn-
ing season. 
Some brave souls are already 
parking on the grass in front of the 
campus police station. How long will 
it take for English majors and other 
malcontents who don't have the pro-
per respect for football to begin 
parking on the football practice 
fields? 
If the Knights fail to secure 
enough victories from their am-
bitious schedule and turn the tide nf 
public sympathy their way, they 
might f!nd themselves running pass 
routes between Pintos and Toyotas. 
As it is, the $30 athletic fee isn't 
such a bargain even if you're a 
sports fan. Sure the basketball team 
is moving up to Division I and play-
ing Flqrida, Arkansas and Ohio 
State, but all those· gamel:? are on the 
road. The football team is also sav-
ing most of its. tougher opponents 
for road ·games. 
Last year when the athletic fee 
was being rammed through it didn't 
sound so bad to get to attend free 
football and basketball games at the 
gym and get a discount for the occa-
sional games at the Orange County 
Civic Center. 
Those occasional games will be .the 
majority. Nine home basketball 
games will be played at the Civic 
Center and only four at the gym. 
The opportunity to attend five 
free football games· and four free 
basketball games for $30 isn't such 
a great bargain. I want more for my 
money. 
A move that would generate good-
will. would be to station football 
players on the temporary parking 
lot by Lake Claire to help push stu-
dent's cars out of the quicksand 
they are bound to get stuck in. 
Basketball players could be on call · 
to replace light bulbs or paint the 
ceilings in the dorms when 
necessary. 
The University really blew it when 
it lent money earmarked for such a 
valuable entity as a parking lot 
when we have a $1 million Computer 
Science chair that remains empty. 
We can't find a big enough name to 
sit in it. 
Classified 
for sale·· 
Suzuki 550T, '81, 3700 ml. Pur-
chased new In 5/83. Adult used 4 
mo. Excellent cond. S1200 o.b.o. 
898-1716 eves. 
FURNITURE CONSIGNMENT 
We carry a complete llne of top 
quallty (used and new) furniture at 
low, low prices. On 436 In 
Altamonte, Call 339-6754. 
1976 Novo hatchback. Air, pwr. 
steering and brakes. V-8 , AM/FM 
cassette deck. 69,000 miles-· 
good condition. $1900. 671-4334. 
Couch Sl 00 or best ofter. Call 
678-9825. 
Desks, chests, bedding, lamps, 
plants, wicker. All your housing 
needs at Furniture Consignment In 
Altamonte Springs, 1320 Hwy. 436. ~ 
Double bed w/frame $50. Phone 
275-8109. 
Kawasaki 250 LTD, 1981. Exec. 
condition. Helmet and rain gear. 
Call ex. 2521 M-Th., or 322-2207 
eve. and Fri. thru Sun. 
Four small blue throw rugs, · VGC, 
$45. Four brown braided rugs 
$75/set. Various sizes. Antique 
rocking chair S65. 678-7880. 
·for rent 
Unlve!'Slty Hylands. Brand new two 
bedroom-two bath unit w/alr, 
delux• appllans., $400 per 
month. Call 644-9911 or 
275-2004. 
Room for rent. Female only .. Must 
be neat and clean. Private bath 
and prlvllaged to whole house. 
$200/mo. Including utilities. Call 
273-4282 daytime or 281-6810 
evenings. 
Tuskawllla. New condo. 2 bdrm./2 
1/2 bth., wshr./dry., pool, golf, ten-
nis. $540/mo. avail. lmmed. Call 
327-2056. 
2 bedroom, 2 bath tluplex apt. for 
rent. Unfurnished. $425. 12165A 
Diogenes Ct. Phone 273-5259 
Shae a 4. bedroom house plus 
garage. Mir-. 5 min. from UCF. $160 
plus utmhes per room. Call 
282-3614 after 6 ·p.m. 
Five miles fr6m UCF. Gorgeous two 
bedroom, two bath. Low security, 
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers 
Inc. Realtor 282-1051. 
roommate 
Responsible, mature male w.anted 
to share 3 bd./2 bth. house. 
$180/mo. plus 1/2 utll. 4 mites from 
UCF. Call John C. 420-4241 or 
671-0049. 
Share home. Female student look-
ing _for responslble, non-drinking, 
non-smoking female student to 
share 2 bdrm. home In .Orlando. 
Ref. Must furn. own bedroom. Call 
(305) 898-4220. 
typists 
Call "Q.T."-Quallty Typing. Fast, ac-
curate and reasonable. Exper. in 
all work. UCF empl. 1 mi. away. 
After 6 p.m. Marti 365-687 4. 
NEED A REPORT TYPED? 
My full-time service offers ac-
curate speedy & professional 
results using state-of-the-art word 
processing equipment. Term 
papers, reports, resumes, cover 
letters, etc. 3 miles from UCF. Pick 
up and delivery available to cam-
pus. Call Pat at Hard Copy Typing 
and Word Processing Service. 
275-5185. 
FAST PROFESSIONAL lYPING 
AN ABLE TYPING SERVICE 
Guaranteed 100% Accuracy. 
Computer Corrected Spelling. 
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations, 
Research Papers, Resumes, and 
Cover Letters. All work prepared 
on Word Processors for error free 
neatness. we · use IBM 
c;>lsplaywriters and AB Dick Magna 
SL word processors. We have 14 
'mployees for fast service. All 
work done on quality printers, not 
dot-matrix. Over night and same 
day service available. 
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007. 
AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an ex-
perienced manuscript typist! Call 
Bea at 678-1386. Literary editing 
available. · 
WORDMASTERS 
"The overnight cure for the term 
paper blues" 
We can help you get your work 
out 
ON TIME. 
277-3980 (Call 24 hours) 
Rates: 
1.50/page-regular 
(The best you'll find.) 
$2.50fpage-OVERNIGHT 
Both rates include GRAMMAR.' 
SPELLING and PUNCTUATION 
corrections and a report 
COVER and TITLE PAGE. 
Split the cost among the 
members of your group! 
Our goal is to become U.CF's 
Nl word processing service. 
277-3980 (Call 24 hours) 
WORD MASTERS 
GRADUATION SPECIAL 
Free cover letter with resume 
. 510.00 
A professionally typed resume 
can make a difference; your 
choice of white or ivory paper, 
black, brown, blue ink. We can put 
a package together to suit your 
needs. Call Pat at Hard Copy TYP-
ing and Word Processing Service. 
275-5185. 
RESUMES 
Deslgn/Typed-657-00 79. 
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-
time. Term papers, theses, reports, 
resumes, etc. Correction of spell-
ing, grammar, punc., und editing 
included. Reasonable. Call Bea, 
676-1386. 
CRAWFORD lYPING SERVICES 
Fast-Accurate-Reasonable. All 
types of work. Large job discount. 
Resumes SA. Near UCF. 282-0289 
after 6 p.m. · 
REllGIOI 
KILLS 
Hate 
Loneliness 
Greed 
Prejudice 
Despair 
wanted 
Work ·per your schedules on cam-
pus or off. No car, no selling. Ph. 
657-2320. 
Receptionist wanted for subdM-
slon sales offlce. Some typing re-
quired. Must be available now. 
Call 281-6393 after 10 a.m. 
Baby sitter needed for afternoons 
In my home M-F. Must drive own 
car. Call 896-5828 after 6 or 
422-0324 before 6. 
. Help wanted. Part or full time. Flexi-
ble hours. Day and night shifts. No 
exp. needed. 3.50/hr. start-3.75 In 
3 wks .. 25 more for night shift. Sun-
ny Waterbeds and Accessories 
Inc. Call 339-4327. 
MANAGER TRAINEE 
Growing national company Is 
seeking sharp, aggressive men 
and women to train for manage-
ment position. If you are Interested 
In a company that produced 
multl-bllllon fashion dollars last 
year In the exciting fleld of ladles, 
mens, boys and girls fashions, con-
tact the Career Planning and 
Placement Center for an on cam-
pus Interview on Sept. 19, 19~4. 
. K-Mart Apparel Corp. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
"GOVERNMENT JOBS 
$16,559-50,553/year. 
Now. hiring. Your area. 
Call 1-605-687-6000 ext. R-4628. 
WANTED: ADVERTISING REP. FOR 
SPACECOAST PUBLICATION. EXP. 
PREFERRED BUT NOT REQUIRED. 
CONTACT WENDY AT 676-1576. 
Photographers needed. 2 open-
ings on The Fut!Jre. Must have own 
equipment and be able to pro-
cess and print black and white. 
Come by The Future office or call 
275-2601. Ask for Tim Barto. 
The Future,. August 24, 1984 
Waitress wanted. Part-time day or 
evenings. Charlie's Dell ald Pub. 
Call 365-2435. Ask for Sam. 
Help needed for home cleaning 
service. Rexlble hours, good star-
ting pay. Must have car and 
phone. Coll 671-7463. 
services 
Certified mechanic avallable by 
appointment or In emergency 
situation. Work guaranteed. 
Reasonable price. Call 677-0868. 
- CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
Free pregnancy test. Confidential. 
Individual counceling. In Ori., 627 
Menendez Court, just oft Gore, 2 
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne 
Hosp. Daily/Sat. a.m. Call 
- 425-8989. 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS-ABORTION 
SERVICES. Low-cost Birth Control 
Services. Privacy, confidentiality 
guaranteed. Guest speakers 
available. Director is UCF grac;t 
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Col-
onial off Miiis. 422-0606 or long 
distance call free 
1-800-432-8517. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control 
information, pregnancy tests and 
counceling. VD screening, low 
cost, confidential services. 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando 
898-0921 
ATTENTION STUDENTS Individual Confidential Counseling 
If you are thinking of future home Gynecologists 
ownership, at a reasonable In- Speaker Service 
terest rate, the . Home Owners 2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK 
Union of America wants you to en- 628-0405 
joy a 5.9% simple Interest, fixed 
rate home mortgage. Insure your ~ TOLL fREE 800-432-5249 
future_ today. Learn how to obtain . ;E
1 
ORLANDO & WINTER PARK /;, 
a low interest mortgage when you ~· CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IL"_! 
are ready for your dream home. ~-~ &\ 
Start planning today. Call or write: ~ PHYSICIAN MA~AGED ~~ 
The Home Owners Mgt. Corp. 2469 ~rf.~ ESTABLISHED 1973 ~~J; 
Aloma Ave. Suite 218. Winter Park, f1.~~~ , ~4f~i 
FL. 32792. (305) 657-1891. r:~1!t~HW : . 'j_fJiff~~ ~~i!Y#}~t\~~Jt~ 
Deadline: Monday at .5:00 p.m. Student Rate: 50 cents per line 
Spanky 
11'-'\ °READ<. tM -P6Y~ 
10 t.£At-O\l ALL~ <5 
To Kl\IOW. A N~W ED-
oCAl~A\.... uF~ ts~ 
t)1"°~ ~ ~ 1\-\ ('$ 
~Me.sce:R. 
by Carl McKnight 
...... 
~Future IAeisure 
Fraternities search 
for a few· good men 
by Richard Truett 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Thinking of joining a fraternity? 
There are a few pointers that the pro-
spective brother needs to be aware of 
~ before attempting to gain access into 
another personal .servant, Otis, who, 
at my behest, unfurled a red carpet 
and escorted me to the door. 
One will encounter a spate of bland · 
food ~t these parties. The best thing 
to do is , bring your own. 
a fraternity. I speak from experience, Another snap of my fingers and 
because in my 12 years of college it Otis wheeled in a splendid array of 
~ was only last fall, after 11 successive delicacies including caviar, crab 
failures, that I gained admittance to a salad, lox, and of course, roast duck. 
fraternity. About this time certain members of 
First and foremost is your ap- · the fraternity will be so bold as to in-
,,. pearance. At rush · parties the - quire about your financial status. 
brothers are looking for style, This is where one must use extreme 
charisma, and appeal; after all, they caution. Nonchalantly ·say something 
- only want the best to represent their vague and imprecise like: "I am a 
fraternity. Don't wear anything with wealthy philanthropist," or "I dabble 
an alligator or a polo player on it. One in the stock market." · 
should opt for something more uni-
que, something that shows a little 
originality. What I did was to find a 
brand of shirts _that were a little dif-
ferent. I ended up with a shirt that 
sported two animals, (walruses, I 
believe) neatly embroidered on the 
. .., right breast pocket, engaging in a 
purely instinctive act. 
One must make a truly grand en-
• trance when arriving at a rush party. 
This is because one must make a 
fraternity want to make him join, not 
,,. the other way around. For example, 
this is how I made my entrance last 
year: I was chauffeured up to the door 
~ of the rush party by my own personal 
It is also a good idea to offer .to 
autograph the napkins of the most 
important members of the fraternity 
hierarchy; let them know you are 
special. Another good thing to do is to 
ask if you can put the membership 
dues ·on your American Express .Gold 
Card, if you decide you want to join. 
By this time,_ one should have the 
fraternity brothers eating out of the 
palm of your hand. 
After eleven tries, I can finally say 
that I have got it down to a science. 
What fraternity did I join? The UCF 
chapter of the Phe Phi Pho Phupl 
fraternity. 
AUGUST 24, 1984 I 
Tin cans are out, flasks are in 
How not to dress 
for a rush P.arty 
Forget last year's gym shoes 
valet, Jacques. Sporting a yachting 
hat, pipe, and blue sport jacket, I 
stepped out of my showroom new 
1960 Jaguar, raised my right hand iri 
the air and snapped my fingers. Leap-
ing stealthily out of the shadows was 
Some of the pifalls to avoid when applying for membership In one of 
UCF's many fraternities. 
The Olive Garden serves up a tasty Italian feast 
b'y Pamela Ramey 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Lots of pretty plants, brass and glass make din-
ing out a delightful experience at the Olive Garden 
restaurant located just north of Fashion Square 
mall on Highway 50. 
My friend and I arrived at the Olive Garden at 9 
p.m. on a Friday night and were told there would be 
a 45 minute wait for a'dinner table. We went to the 
bar and luckily discovered two empty seats. An ex-
tremely friendly bartender waited on us promptly 
and served me one of the best margaritas I have 
ever tasted. He seemed to be in a better mood than 
those of us who were not spending our Friday night 
at work .. This happy 'bartender proceeded to serve 
us a dish of crackers to hold us over until our names 
were called. 
After only 30 minutes in the bar our names were 
called. The restaurant was louder and busier than 
the bar, but the s'weet smell of Italian pasta quickly 
explained the crowd already eating as well as those 
people waiting at the bar. 
Our waiter, unfortunately, was a novice. Having 
been a waitress myself in my last two years of high 
school and first year of college, I suppose I am a lit-
tle harder to please than some customers. But, 
when a waiter explains that we should order a bot-
tle of wine so that he may win a contest for 25 
dollars, I hesitate to believe that even the easiest-
The Ollve Garden 
Entrees: 
55.75 ._ 510.95 
Wine prices 
$7.95 - 514.95 
Open 
10:30a.m. - 4P.m. 
SUNDAY thru THURSDAY 
10:30a.m. - 11 p.m. 
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 
to-please customer would not find that comment 
rather tasteless: To the waiter's· obvious dismay, 
my friend ordered the Soave Folonari. It was chill-
ed to perfection, moderately priced, and tasted 
delightful. 
The salad that was served next was an experience 
all its own. served in one big bowl that was enough 
for four, it was made with two kinds_ of lettuce, 
tomatoes, cucumbers, black olives, green peppers, 
and topped with a tasty Italian house dressing. 
Complimenting the salad were delicious, fresh hot 
bread sticks, so good there is the temptation to fill 
up on them. 
Before we had a chance to, our entrees were serv-
ed. My friend was served a ·generous portion of 
lasagna·, which he said was very good. I had my 
favorite Italian dish, manicotti. The manicotti was 
perfect; not too hea\,y on the spices. Both entrees 
were served with fresh broccoli, the vegetable of 
the day. It was perfectly prepared and went weU 
with our entrees. 
After dinner, one must save room for the special 
dessert called Zabaglione Almonde. This light 
dessert is amaretto custard pudding layered with 
fresh strawberries and cinnamon sprinkled lightly 
on top. It is worth every single calorie that it 
possesses. 
Our check excluding the bar drinks was just ' 
under $25. We thought that this was extremely 
reasonable for the quality and quantity of our din-
ner. The Olive Garden offers selections of both nor-
thern and southern Italian cuisine. The difference 
between the two is that northern style is cream bas-
ed while southern style is tomato based. Entrees 
range from $5.75 to $10.95 and wine prices range 
from $7.95 to $14.95 a bottle, while glasses range 
from $1. 75 to $2.95 per glass. 
For excellent Italian cuisine and a deljghtful din-
ing experience visit the Olive Garden. The 
restaurant is open from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. for 
lunch and from 4 p.m. until 10:30 _p.m. Sunday 
through Thursday for dinner. On Fridays and 
Saturdays, dinner is served until 11 p.m. 
l 
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Carnivorous plants feast on household bugs 
by Vicki White 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
The words "carriivorous plants" br-
ing .... to mind something out of a bad 
movie on the late late show-huge 
plants ravaging the countryside and 
putting the chomp on innocent 
human victims. 
Actually, carnivorous plants do not 
particularly care for human or animal 
flesh, and even if they did, most ·of 
them are too small to do much 
damage. Instead, they catch insects 
to supply themselves with nutrients 
that are missing in the ~oil that they 
grow in. 
· They have dev:elop~c\ several in-
genious methods of getting what they 
need, from the Venus Flytrap's 
"open-mouthed" approach to the lit~ 
tie sacks with one-way doors used by 
the bladderworts to catch swimming 
insects. 
Several species of carnivorous 
plants grow in and around Florida, in 
such soggy places as marshes and 
'Red. Dawn' 
a dreary · 
• picture 
by Vicki White 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
The movie Red Dawn starts 
out innocently enough: a 
small town named Calumet in 
Colorado wakes up to another 
day. But, before the sun sets 
on that that day, the lives of 
its citizens are changed 
forever. 
For some odd reason, 
Calumet is chosen as one of 
several cities to be invaded by 
communist · troops from 
Russia and South America. 
These invaders slaughter the 
townspeople arid then set up a 
military outpost right in 
downtown Calumet. 
Everybody is under constant 
surveillance. Everybody, that-
is, except a group of high 
schoolers who just happen to 
make it through enemy lines 
and head for the hills. 
If this doesn't seem im-
probable· enough, they are 
able to sneak in and out of 
town at will to check up on 
their friends and family, most 
pf whom are dead or are in a 
" re-education camp" set up at 
the local drive-in. What's 
even more improbable is the 
guerilla warfare they wage 
- against the communists. How 
do they manage to come into 
possession of so much 
weaponry in such a short 
while? Furthermore, how do 
they manage to figure out 
how to use it so quickly aud 
accurately? 
Even if the movie does tend 
to stretch the truth a bit, it 
did provide some food for 
thought, especially in the 
wake of recent reports that 
the United States military 
isn't prepared to fight in an 
extended battle. 
swamps, but they are not standard 
items in nurseries around Oran~e 
county. 
Poole and Fuller Nurseries in 
Winter Park sells pitcher plants and 
Venus flytraps from time to time, 
while the Green Meanie Nursery in 
Apopka has Venus flytraps and but-
terworts. However, they do not have 
much in stock due to the cold weather 
this past winter. 
One possible place to look for car-
nivorous plants, if you do not live 
near a swamp, is the local botanical 
garden. Leu Gardens in Orlando does 
not have any, but I obtained two 
plants from the Marie Selby 
Botanical Gardens in Sarasota. 
In spite of their exotic looks, these 
plants do not require much care. Most 
of them like a lot of sun and a nice 
damp environment. They make great 
terrarium plants, although they will 
be just as happy grouped together 
with their pots in a tray with some 
water in it to keep their environment 
humid. They do not like tap water; 
this is a slow poison to ~hem. Instead, 
they should be watered with distilled 
water or rainwater, depending on 
where you live. 
If there are no bright windowsills in 
the house, they will do well under ar· 
tificial light, although they need to be 
rather close to the light source. For 
this reason, they would make good 
dorm plants, since most of the are 
small. In addition, it is not absolutely 
necessary for them to have a steady 
diet of bugs, so don't worry if they 
come up empty-mouthed for a ~ouple 
of months .. 
Many of the carnivorous plants can 
also be grown outside, provided they 
are sheltered from winds and sun dur· 
ing the hottest part of the day. Hot 
places near walls and sun-exposed 
pavement should also be avoided. 
They should be kept in pots that can 
be put into trays of water to keep. the 
plant's roots wet. 
I 
One of the more common pests of 
carnivorous plants is the common 
gray mold, which forms on the dead 
parts of plants. The best thing to do is 
to groom the plants on a regular basis 
to get rid of dead foliage. Another 
preventive measure is regular spray· 
ing with a systemic fungicide. 
If you are able to find a carnivorous 
plant, it js a good idea to obtain a care 
and feeding sheet to go with it that 
gives more specific details on its care. 
This will insure a happy, healthy 
plant. 
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'Star Spangled Girl' falls to Stale humor 
by Ted Barnett 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Once Upon A Stages Dinner Theater's latest pro-
duction, The Star Spangled Girl is like a good idea 
that somehow gets lost- in transiation to reality. 
The play was written by Neil Simon, one of the 
most successful comic plawrights of our time, but 
it lacks the biting freshness and energy that is so 
pr~valent in his other works. This is probably why 
the play is so seldom produced. 
The Star Spangled Girl concerns two young 
writers who are barely keeping a liberal politics 
magazine named Fallout afloat. To avoid paying 
their bills, editor Andy Hobart (played by Richard 
Carlow) answers the phone in various dialects and 
takes wild motorcycle rides to the beach with his 
landlady. 
Norman Cornell (played by David Donahue) 
writes the majority of the magazine under several 
different names, making the Fallout appear as if it 
has a very large staff. 
This little business enterprise is interrupted 
when an all-American girl named Sophie 
Rauschmeyer (played by veteran actress Darla 
Briganti) moves in next· door. Norman falls 
hopelessly in love with her, due mainly to the fact 
that he likes the way she smells. She thinks that 
Cornell and his political views are detrimental to 
American society. As a matter of fact, she . can't 
stand him at all, but is attracted to Hobart because 
of the way he smells. 
Unfortunately, a plot of this ~armer may be 
suitable for a half-hour TV sitcom, but it doesn't 
hold up for a three-hour play. The main problem 
with The Star Spangled Girl is that it just isn't 
very funny. The only thing that kept it from falling 
flat this time around was the performances of the 
. actors. 
As crazy Cornell, Carlow seemed to have a good 
grip on his character. He adds a much needed 
James Clancy D.D.S., M.S. 
is pleased to announce the 
. opening of his practice at 
430 N. Mills Ave 
(across from the YMCA) 
• General Dentistry with an emphasis 
on prosthetics ( crown & bridge ) 
and cosmetic dentistry. (Bonding) 
• Evening's and Friday's available by 
appointment. 
• Accepting insurance Visa-Mastercard 
Payment plans arranged 
843-2112 
CITIZENS BANK 
NEVER CLOSES 
Darla Briganti, David Donahue, and Richard Carlow play the lead _roles In Neil Simon's comedy, The 
Star Spangled Girl, currently playing at the Once Upon A Stage dinner theater. 
zaniness to the part, and he makes the best of some 
not-so-funny lines which range from corny to 
stupid. 
Briganti is energetic as Rauschmeyer, but the 
character's .self-righteousness places a barrier bet-
ween her and the audience. Donahue is funny as the 
editor of Fallout, but again, the script seems to give 
the character unbelievable directing. Hobart's "I 
can't believe this is happpening" attitude just 
doesn't become the- editor of an underground 
magazine. 
· The Star Spangled Girl runs through Sept. 23, 
with ·performances every night except Monday. 
Dinner is served at Once Upon a Stage from 6:30 to 
8 p.m. and curtain time is at 8:05 p.m. For further 
information call 422-3191. 
Recent College Grads 
DON. MEALEY DELIVERS 
· A WAY TO START UP 
WITH LESS DOWN. 
IT ONLY.TAKES 
$100 DOWN 
TO BUY AN '84 C·H·EVROLET 
With a Otizen 24 Card, you have 24 hour banking . 
at two locations, at 156 Geneva Drive in Oviedo, 
and at our UCF facility across from the 
Administration Building. Citizens 24 offers a number 
of services, Including withdrawals, transfers, 
loan payments, deposits and balance inquiries. 
Monte Carlo Landau SJ:)ort Coupe Chevette CS Hatchback· Coupe 
Come in and let us show you how easy it Is 
to use a Citizens 24 Card. 
156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729 
•OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765 
@ MEMBER FDIC (305)365·6611 
Camaro Z28 
NO PREVIOUS CREDIT NECESSA-RY 
LOWEST GMAC INTEREST RATE 
PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $132 PER MONTH· 
(BRING A C~PY OF YOUR DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICATE OF GRADUATION) 
ON MEALEY CHEVROLET 
3707 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE, ORLANDO 32808 
(305) 295·7000 . 
Students 
Desks S49-S 129 
Chests S30-S99 
Lamps Brass Sl 4.99 339·675' 
Tables 1320 Hwy. 436, Alt. Springs 
Plants Live ml. w. ot 17-92, between 
Wicker Basket Hallmark ~ Uncle Jones 
*Keg Beer 
*Case Beer 
*Case Soda 
*Wine *Ice 
*Party 
._ Catering 
KEGS 
BUD 
.. Reg. 544.95 
539.95 with your ~CF I.I;). 
LIAT AUG. 3oth 
GMAT SEPT. 4th 
GRE SEPT. 5th 
• Permanent Centers open days, 
evenings, weekends. 
•Complete TEST-N-TAPE••' 
facilities. 
• Skilled instructors and 
dedicated, full-time staff. 
• Homestudy materials constanUy 
updated by Research Experts. 
• Low Hourty Cost. 
• Transfer priviliges to over 
120 locations. 
. ~.t~-H CALLDAYS,EVENINGS 
IOI N .. -. 67•8400 l &WEEKENDS: EDUCATIONAL 2238 WINWRWOODS ILVD. CENTER SAN JOSE EXEC CENTER 
TEST PREFMATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 WINTERPARK, FL 32792 
In New York State: Stanley H Kaplan Educational Center ltd 
LAKE .: 
UNDERHILL 
VISION 
CENTER 
STUDENT DISCOUNTI 
. 510.00 OFF ik LENSES 
FRAMES COMPLETE 
FREE ADJUSTMENTS 
EYE ExAMS ARRANGED 
DESIGNER. AND BUDGET EYEWEAR 
7 359 Lake Underhill Rd. Hours: 
Orlando, FL. 32822 Mon.-Fri. 10:00-6:00 
281·0866 Sat: 10:00-2:00 
ACTION Is lhe Volunteer Agency 
that brings skilled people together 10 
solve local problems There ore pro· 
grams like VISTA, the Peace Corps , 
Retired Senior Volunteer Program . 
University Year for ACTION, the Foster 
Grandparent Program. and others. If 
you wont more informol ion . or if 
you 'd like to volunteer your skills , 
write ACTION, Washing1on, D.C. 20525. 
AMERICANS AGREE ON 
l(Jl()N 
Send now· 
for the only 
book on crime 
ever written 
~ya dog! 
-;-
Get hot 
tips on 
crime 
prevention! 
" .... / ® 
.1 \ ../®' 
Write to: 
McGruff" 
Crime Prevention Coalition ' 
Box 6600 
Rockville,lvtd. 20850 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
CRIME 
lb 1981 The Advert.iatng Council, Inc. 
m A message f'rom the Crime Prevention Coalition, this publ1catlon 11nd The Ad Council. 
~ ~ ._ N s:;;;~:q::.~. ~! l~L1 r--2_8_2_-_'._B_E ___ E_R_I 
. I~ 5781 LA COSTA DR. al Call Today For Price Quote 
~~~~~~~~~~-Fo_rv_o_ur_N_ex_t_Pa_~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-=.::__~_._~~~~ 
Goldenrod at Lake Underhlll 
Half block South of East·West 
Come ride . in 
Stadium · to · 
style to 
cheer your 
VICTORY!!! 
the Orlando 
team onto 
Fighting Knights vs Bethune Cookman 
Meet at Lot 9, behind the SCA 
4(maybe 5!) buses · Will be departing on September 1 at 11:30 a.m. 
Sponsored by Interhall Council and Student Government. 
.. 
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'Relics' owner turns autos into old friends 
by Richard Truett 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Possessing the cool demeanor of a 
diplomat, Robert Rader looks out' the 
window of his comfortable office and 
says in a philosophical sort of way: 
"Up until now, we have said that the 
golden age of the American classic car 
was the 1930s. I think that the day is 
coming when we are going to say that 
the golden era for the American car 
was the mid· 1960s.'' Rader speaks 
with the kind of security that comes 
from knowledge. 
Robert E. Lee Rader is the man 
responsible for Rader' s Relics, 
located at 2601 Fairbanks Ave. in 
Winter Park. To label Rader's ·Relics 
"a car lot" would be a non sequitur on 
a par with the creation of the Ford 
Edsel. Rader' s Relics deals strictly 
with antique, collectible and special 
interest automobiles. 
An antique is ~ car that is at least 
twenty years old, such as Osgood, the 
1939 Ford convertible. A good exam-
ple of a collectible auto would .be Vic-
tor, the 1976 Triumph TR-7 that 
looks as if it just left its native home 
of Coventry, England. A special in-
terest car would be Baby, a ' 1957 
Thunderbird exactly like the one that 
haunted Richard Dreyfoss in 
American Graffiti. 
Osgood? Victor?· Baby? Rader 
selects a .name for each car and posts 
it with a shqrt biography on the win· 
dow. "Naming a car is sometimes the · 
easiest and hardest thing I have to 
do. I had a red Ferrari come in here 
once. ·she was high strung, volup-
tuous, and beautiful; that car looked 
at me and told me its name: Lolita," 
he explains. "There was no question 
about it. Some cars tell you im-
mediately, other cars don't. There are 
a !Qt of ordinary cars that don't tell 
you their names.'' 
Rader first started naming his cars 
1 7 years ago and he feels that it gives 
a cat a little personality. "When I first 
went into the business, I immediately 
thought these people are not buying 
the fifties, they are not buying 
.numbers. They are buying a ·memory. 
They are buying something a lot more 
important than just an antique," he 
said. 
Collecting automobiles for restora· 
tiqn and for preservation is a major 
investment. Rader, who has a keen 
eye for collectibles of any sort 'thinks 
that investing in autos may. jl!st be 
9ne of the most sound investments a 
person can make these days: ''I keep 
very close tabs on the collectible 
market, be it oriental rugs, metals or 
· diamonds," he said. "In the 17 years 
I have -been in the hobby, and in the 7 
years· I have been in~the business, I 
have seen diamonds and gold go way 
up and way down. If you . made a 
graph and compared old cars with all 
the other collectibles, the only thing 
that I kllow that has done better than 
old cars is land." 
But Rader is quick to warn that one 
should be extremely careful when 
looking for a antique or collectible 
auto. Although there are many books 
out on · collectible cars, Rader says 
there is nothing more dangerous than 
a little bit of knowledge. The best way 
This Is just one of the many antique automobiles that Is waiting t.o be 
adopted at Radar's Relles. · Richard Truett/F.uture 
for a person to learn about the par-
ticular make of car he is interested in 
is to join a club. Central Fiorida cur· 
rently has several clubs including a 
Mustang club, a classic Chevy club 
and a sports car club. "If you can't 
get very -knowledgeable, then at least 
buy from a dealer who is reputable. 
Be very careful-you can get stung 
very easily,'' he warns. 
A great way for the novice to get in· 
volved, or ~t least get a feel for the 
market is to go to auctions. Each 
November, the auction team of Hud-' 
son and Marshall comes to the Cen-
tral Florida area, usually at one of the 
big hotels near Disney World, and has 
a large auction. Rader warns: "Go 
and spectate by all means, but for 
God's sake, unless you can afford to 
lose a lot, I would not buy any car at 
an auction because you cannot drive 
it. beforehand." · 
He takes great pride in the fact that 
his business has gained much respect, 
not only throughout America, but 
Europe as well. "Half of our business 
is from outside the local area; we have 
sold cars in England, Holland and 
Germany. We have also bought cars 
from England and anywhere else we 
can,'' he said. 
When asked about the future of the 
hobby, Rader says wistfully: "People . 
will alw~ys want antiques. The faster 
times change the more we like to hold 
on to what we used to have-there 
will always be a market.'' Any 
doubters need only look at Rita,· a 
1961 Austin-Healey Mark II. One 
look is enough to increase the pulse of 
any car enthusiast . 
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~Saban loses twelve to grades 
• 
Tim Barto/Future Tim Barto/Future 
by Scott Gunnerson 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Fifteen UCF football players will not be suiting 
up for the 1984 season. For one reason or another, 
mostly in the field of academics, head coach Lou 
Saban is forced to replace the lost players with less 
exp.erienced players 
In of the defensive backfield the Knights lost Ian 
Patterson, Paul Kelly, Darrin Culpepper and Greg 
Atterberry. Because of a death in the family Kelly 
. decided not to play this season. Patterson was 
declared a no-show. The only experience the 
Knights have in the defensive secondary now is 
returning letterman Victor Riddle at strong safety. 
On the defensive line three sophomore ends will 
not be able to play this season. They are Paul 
Saban, Glenn Wilcox and Barry Havener. Coach 
Saban said that Havener has fallen in love. 
Two more sophomores were lost in the offensive 
arsenal. Wide receiver Kelvin Collins and halfback 
Lorenzo _'Chicken' Rivers were both declared 
academically ineligible. This will leave a heavy of-
fensive burden on runningback Elgin Davis and 
senior quarterback Dana Thyhsen. 
. Both Davis and Thyhsen will have to be a step 
quicker with the loss of six offensive lineman. They 
include Doug Meighan, Rusty Watson, Jimmy 
Adams, Steve Schuck, Kenny Williams and 
Preston Roberts. 
Despite the mass exodus of 15 players, Quarterback Dano Thyhsen and Fullback Elgin Davis will be 
suppling the Knights offensive firepower. Thyhsen gain 2058 yards passing and averaged 38.5 yds 
punting last season. Davis gained 786 yds on the ground to lead UCF last season. 
Saban made the announcement at the outset of 
his portion of the Bethune-Cookman College-UCF 
Press Conference on Tuesday. ''For what we've got, 
it's going to be difficult" Saban said. "We've got 
about 52-53 youngsters that are going to be able to 
count on this fall. With the schedule we've got, we 
have to keep them aliye. 
Machock welcomes 
two new coaches 
by Laura U~phenour 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
/ 
University of North Carolina. After 
. graduating he was an assistant coach . 
at Harvard for two years. From there 
he went to Jacksonville University 
where he was an assistant coach last 
year. 
Since joiriing the Knights program 
Chellis and Duckett have been very 
active in getting this year's program 
going. 
Versatility, personality and ability 
join the University of Central Florida 
men's basketball team in Jim Chellis 
and Rick Duckett, both new assistant 
coaches to head coach Chuck 
Machock. Chellis and Duckett are 
replacing Bob Huggins, now head 
coach at Akron University, and Ray 
Hernan. · 
They hit the road June 15 to 
evaluate players for possible recruit-
ment later. Chellis scouted camps 
held · in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
Maryland and Florida. Duckett 
covered Georgia, North Carolina, and 
Head basketball coach Chuck Machock and assistant Sam 
Adams welcome Jim C~llfs and Rick Duckett to the staff. 
South Carolina. 
Chellis is a graduate of Ohio State 
University. ·After graduating he 
taught and . coached high school 
basketball before he moved to Xavier 
University in Cincinnati where he was 
an assistant coach for the last four 
. When he begins his active coaching 
role, Chellis will be working with 
working with the booster club. 
Duckett will be working with the. for-
wards and centers and will scout op-
ponents. He . will also be working on 
ticket sales. Both coaches will be 
Both men are extremely excited 
about joining head coach Chuck 
Machock and assistant coach Sam 
Harris at UCF and about the .coming 
season, which promises to be filled 
with excitement and quality playing 
from the men's squad. 
years. perimeter and outside players. He will working as academic counselors to 
Duckett is a graduate of the also be doing some scouting aQd the_pi&yers. 
Cefalo ·oins LaBar to share sports info duties 
by Laura Umphenour 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Bob Cefalo joined the 
athletic department at the 
University of Central Florida 
in June as an associate sports 
information director. 
Cefalo came to UCF after 
completing a master's degree 
in education at Western Ken-
tucky University in Bowling 
Green, Kentucky. While at pres~nt he is completing the 
WKU Cefalo worked . as an basketball guide for the 
assistant on the sports infor- 1984-85 season. · 
mation staff. Cefalo enjoys working in 
When Cefalo joined the 
UCF staff he started working 
on the football guide, which is 
now available. He also works 
on press releases and media 
guides for the press, and 
serves as liason between 
coaches and the media. At 
sports information. He likes 
·being around coaches and 
their players. There's always 
something going on and 
something new to learn, says 
Cefalo. 
After completing · high 
school, Cefalo attended com-
munity college in Rockeville, 
Maryland. In 1980 he 
graduated from Indiana 
University with a bachelor's 
degree in journalism and 
worked for a newspaper in 
Vincennes, Indiana for two 
years before continuing his 
education at WKU. 
Cefalo, who proclaims 
himself ''sports crazy,'' also 
enjoys reading books by 
James Michner and James 
Joyce. 
I . 
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Gridiron team takes on Goliath schedule 
by Scott Gunnerson 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
When-offensive center Brad 
Davis injured himself on the 
football field, he was told one 
thing-he doesn't have a 
license to injuries. Neither do 
any of the other gridiron 
Knights. · Where football is 
concerned, the Knights will 
be running with a skeleton 
crew of only 53-54 players. 
The UCF football team is 
currently classified as a Divi· 
sion II team. But they are 
playing a high power Division 
I-AA schedule. It is a 
schedltle that the freshman-
sophomore team will learn a 
lot from, and maybe win some 
~mes. 
On September 1, the 
Florida-Miami game in Tam-
pa. In Division I-AA in the 
last five years, BCC 'h8s com-
piled a record of 26-23-2. But 
in interstate fights, ·records 
are meaningless. . 
The Knights v.jll travel to 
·Richmond, Kentucky to play 
EK on Oct. 13. To even be in 
that game the Q'CF must re-
main healthy. 
Eastern Kentucky's record 
has meaning. EK has amass· 
ed a 45·7 · l record over the 
last five years. To top that 
they have the best playoff 
record over the past year, in 
Div.I~AA, 8-3. All that has 
made EK. the best Div. I-AA 
team in the country with ·a' 
.858 winning percentage over 
the past five years during the 
last five Yt!81'S. · 
Knights open their season Eight of the Knights ten 
against Bethune-Cookman games are against teams that 
College at 1:00 pm in the . have played with a winning 
Orlando Stadium. The game percentage of better than .527 
has been moved a number of over the past half decade. The 
times to accomodate the .527 belongs to A~on Univer· 
[ 3 FON. I ] 
WELL BR~ND MIXED D·RINKS 
-FROM 9~10 . 
2 FOR 1 FROM 10·CLOSE 
$1.25 BOTTLE BEER 
$1.00 ~ 
DRAFT 
ACROSS FROM FASHION SQUARE 
sity who come to town the 
week before the EK game. 
The eight include Eastern 
Kentucky (45·7·1), Furman 
(40-13-2), - Indiana State 
(32-22-1),- Northeast Louisana 
(31·24), Bethune-Cookman 
(26-23·2), Western Kentucky 
(27·24·1), Austin Peay (28·25) 
and Aki:on (28·25·1). 
N othlng tests a young foot-
ball team like eight of the best 
thirty-two teams in the upper 
division. Overall the eight win 
61 of thier ball games. 
Sept. 1 BETHUNE·COOKMAN 
·Sept. 8 at North Louisiana 
Sept. 15 GEORGIA SOUTHERN 
Sept. 22 at Western Kentucky 
Sept. 29 at SW Texas State But the other two teams are 
no soft touches. Although 
Georgia Southern broke even 
by a game with a record of 
6-5, Southwest Texas State 
sported a record of 9-2 and 
won the Gulf Star Conference 
with a record 6-1. 
Oct. 6 AKRON UNIVERSITY 
Oct. 13 at Eastern Kentucky 
Oct. 20 ILLINOIS STATE 
Oct. 27 AUSTIN·PEAY STATE 
Nov. 3 at Indiana State 
If the "VCF football team 
can s,urvive this season, they 
will be more than ready to 
play Divis.ion I. 
Nov. 10 at Furman University 
HOME GAMES: 7:30 PM 
AT ORLANDO STADIUM 
For ticket info., call 27 5-22?6 
NEED INFORMATION 
AFTER 5 P.M. 
CONTACT YOUR 
EVENING STUDENT 
SERVICES 
Hours: 
Monday Through 'Thursday 
8:00am to ·9:00pm 
Friday 8:00am to 5:00pm 
Location: 2nd Floor, Adm. Bldg. 
Student Affairs Suite 
Telephone: 275-2821 
Golf team 
holds 
tryouts 
by Scott Gunnerson 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
The UCF Golf team is com-
ing off a gr~t year. In Divi· 
sion II last year, the women · 
finished 3rd in the nation and 
the men finished 6th in the 
nation. But with the move to 
Division I, Coach Wayne 
Mendel can always use more 
great golfers. 
On Monday, Sept. 3, 
Mendel will hold ·a meeting in 
the Athletic Confereqce 
Room in the Athletic 'Office 
Complex for ·prospective 
walk-on candidates. At 2 p.m. 
Mendel will meet with the 
men and then at 3 p.m. meet 
I~!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ with the women. r. Tryouts will begin the se-
Outsmarting 
The Bear. 
When the bear's loose on Wall Street, large investors may 
worry. The bear is mean. But he can be outsm~rted.)ust 
join the Payroll Savings Plan and buy U.S. Savmgs Bonds. 
~nds have a variabl~ i.nterest rate combined ~ s~ 
with a guaranteed mm1mum. ,,..,_ 1 _ ff L vt} 
That means you get higher J..aK..e ~ ~; 
returns. in~ bull market and stock~GS ~· 
protection ma bear market m· I A 11 • 
And that's a smart move. ntn-enca. 
lWI 
~ A Public Serv'ice of This Newspaper & The Ad~ertising Council 
.._ ________________ oml"! ______________ ~----~ 
cond week in September. But 
the course the tryouts will be 
on is still a mystery. It will be 
a mystery until the day before 
they qualify. The walk-ons 
will find out what. course they 
qualify on the day before 
when they get to shoot one 
practice round. 
''That's basically how we 
do it during the season" 
Mendel said. "We go to a golf 
course that .none of us have 
ever seen before. So I try to 
pick the top players that can 
adapt quickly." 
The walk-ons will play two 
days for a total of 36 holes. 
After that Mendel will make 
the first cut. The people who 
survive the first cut will be in· 
vited back to compete in the 
next .two day event. 
In the second two day event 
the surviving walk-ons will 
compete with the returning 
players, scholarship players 
and recruits for another 3'6 
holes . 
.. 
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is accepting applications 
for the following positions: 
·Managing Editor 
News Editor 
Reporters 
Photographers 
Production Assistants 
Ad reps 
Call or stop by our of fices to ·apply. 
Editorial 
275-2601 
Bus'iness 
275-2865 
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SPORTS BRIEFS 
The UCF baseball team needs 
a manager for · their fall 
season. Anyone interested 
should contact Coach 
Bergman in his office in the 
Athletic Office Complex or 
c8.n ex. 2261. 
Sign-ups for the "Home on 
the Range'' gol{ tournament 
will .be on Sept. 13. The tour-
nament will be on Sept. 14 on 
the UCF driving range. There 
are six scheduled "Home on 
-------- the Range" events this year. 
_ The sign-up for Disc-Golf 
Walk-on tryouts for the 'will be on Sept. 27. The tour-
UCF men's baseball team will nament will be on Sept. 28. 
· be held on Sept. 10,11and12. Five Disc-Golf tournaments 
Prospective players need to · are scheduled for this year. 
· bring their equipment .to the · 
UCF baseball field at 3 pm on 
Sept. 10. Those not present 
on Sept. 10 will not be con- The sign-up date for Rec. 
sidered. The Knights first Services Volleyball league 
game will be on Sept. 21 •will be on Sept. 12. The 
against Valencia Community league's season will be Sept. 
College. 17 through Oct. 18 . 
-~o~ ___ Oct.1-4 will be the sign-up 
== -==--- dates for the Punt,Pass and 
Kick competition. The event 
--- itself will take place on Oct.6. 
The Flag Football League ·Those interested in any In-
sign-up date is Sept. 5 in tramural Sport should call 
Recreational Services. The 275-2408 
league's season will be Sept. 1 
10- Oct. 25. 
FOR THE BEST CUSTOM-MADE 
PIZZA DELIVERED HOT TO YOUR 000~, 
.HO-.,RS: 
SUN-THURS 
11 :00 AM-2:00 AM 
FRI - SAT -
· 11 :00 AM-3:00 AM 
WHO YOU GONNA CALL ... ? 
FREE DELIVERY 
PIZZA AND BEER TO YOUR DOOR! 
UCF AREAS • UNION PARK 
277·7777 
9430 E. COLONIAL DRIVE 
DRIVERS 
.CARRY 
LESS THAN 
$20.00 
Limited 
Delivery 
Area 
----------------------------------•r--------------~-------------•-----$1 Sl.00 OFF ANY PIZZA ONE ITEM OR MORE. -
ONE COUPON 
PER PIZZA 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
DINNER . 
SPECIAL LARGE PIZZA 2 ITEMS 
4 PEPSIS 
$8.50 
Reg . . $10.00 
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Cross country teams for top spots 
The mens' team has ~ conference 
·champ, senior David Smith who is 
returning. Women's cross country 
has two stand-outs to watch, Gail 
Jones, a junior and Rose Vouso, a 
sophomore. For depth in the team 
Coach Metts has recruited eight new 
1984-Men's Cross Country Schedule 1984 Women's Cross Country 
Schedule by Joanne White 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Sept. 15 Jacksonville University In· 
vitational in Jacksonville 
Sept. 8 Orange Park 5K 7pm 
Sept. 15 Jacksonville University In-
vitational in Jacksonville 
UCF cross country will be starting 
a new season in a new division this 
year. Their opening meet is an invita· 
tional on Sept. 15 at Jacksonville 
University. 
Sept. 22 · "Run for the Stars" in 
Jacksonville Sept. 22 " Run for the Stars" in 
Jacksonville men and seven new women. · 
Practices are seven days a week, 
rain or shine, all year round. Monday 
thru Friday the· team meets behind 
the athleti~ facility at 4:30. They 
meet again on the weekends for a 
variety of workouts. During the off 
season the team members compete as 
individuals in area runs. 
Sept. 2~ Rollins College at UCF 
Oct. 6 Florida State University In· 
vitational in Tallahassee 
Sept. 29 Rollins College at UCF 
Oct. 6 Florida State University In-
vitational in Tallahasse Oct. 19 University of Florida Invita· 
tional in Gainesville Oct. 19 University of Florida Invita-
tional in Gainesville The move from Division II to Divi-
sion I does not seem to rattle coach 
Tom Metts' bones. He feels both his 
mens' and womens' teams will remain 
competitive. 
Oct. 27 Troy State Invitational in 
Alabama Oct. 27 Troy State Invitational in 
Alabama Oct. 31 Stetson at UCF 
Nov. 10 Regional Championships in Nov. i.o Regional Championships in 
Clemson Clemson 
Marching Knights to feature 
first women drum major 
by Don Wittekind . 
FVJURE STAFF WRITER 
Maj or Rick Schiebel, and the 
Knig~ts first ever woman 
di'um major Jane Vest. When 
asked to comment ~n Jane's 
that this year's band will be 
the finest in the Marching 
Knights five year history. 
On August 15, 72 returning 
band members and 66 new 
members joined together to 
form the 1984-85 Marching 
Knights. The students, under 
the direction of band coach 
position, Gardner replied, The great burden of 
"We don't like to distinguish . organization and record keep-
Jane from anyone else, she's ing has finally been lifted 
just another one of the guys." from Gardner and his aides, 
Jerry Gardner, worked for In comparison to last year's 
three days learning marching marching band, Gard.ner 
fundamentals, new music, calculated a personnel ris~ of 
and eventually the halftime approximately · 5 percent, 
show that will be performed which is in striking contrast 
at the Bethune Cookman foot· to the quality difference 
ball game. which he enthusiastically 
On the field, the band will estimates at 180 percent. To 
be led by Senior Drum Major no one's suprise, Mr. Gardner 
Jeff Freund, Junior Drum has often expressed his belief 
by a CBM 8032 computer 
compliments of Computer 
Service's Hale Pringle and 
Bill Branch. This generous . 
loan will alleviate bulky 
paperwork and allow the band 
to concentrate it's efforts 
towards perfecting musical 
technique . . 
Good Time's 
· PIZZA 
7579 University Blvd. 
677~1101 
Wrestling• team tryouts 
by Joa.nne White 
FUTURE STAFF WRITER 
Champ at 150 pounds; 
sophomore Russ Schenk at 
158 pounds and junior Trent 
Were you inspired by wat- Smith at 142 pounds, both of 
ching the United States take whom were NCAA All 
Olympic glory for the first Americans. In addition, 
time in Freestyle and Greco- Muhammud Kenareh at 167 
Roman wrestling? Now is pounds is a Junior World 
your chance to test your skill: Champion. 
Today at 5:00 in the Some new talent to watch 
multipuri><>se room of the for this season are: Joe Myer 
athletic facility head wrestl· at 134 pounds, Doug ·Jones at 
ing coach Pat Cucci is holding 190 pounds. Al Bacon a 6 foot 
a meeting to update his 8 inch tall giant of a wrestler 
roster. Even though his at 300 pounds should prove to 
weight classes are pretty be an awesome sight on the 
stacked, he is still looking for mat, to say the least. These 
new talent to balance out each young men were recruits from 
weight class and fill in where various state tournaments. 
the team needs depth. Even though the team has 
Returning wrestlers are: moved up to Division I, Cucci 
Mike Bouchard, last year's feels the . competition will 
Greco-Roman National pretty much remain the same. 
LARGE SELECTION OF DISCOUNT SOFTWARE, 
. PERIPHERALS AND SUPPLIES FOR APPLE, 
ATARI, ~OMMODORE COLOR COMPUTER, IBM & OTHERS. 
HOURS 
MON-SAT. 10:00-6:00 
TUES.-FRI. 10:00-7:00 
MODEMS c_oMPLETE WIIH CABLE · 
ONLY $87.95 . 
894·3304 
HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ. MALL 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•lit' 
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House-Sit For Yo\1r Folks . • • 
And help them earn· 
while you learn! 
. SUSSEX P~CE 
2 Bed/2 Bath 'lbwnhoine Villas 
FrOin Only $48,900! 
· * no closing costs _ , 
* state bond money avaiJable 
* many sold to investors 
I 
Instead of throwing away terta4unent, shopping, eniploy-
:ment. prospects, and main high-
ways. A :modern conunµnity of 
spacious, thoughtfully designed 
townho:me villas, Sussex Place of- -
111oney ·by renting, tell your · 
parents to :make a sniart :move 
. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus-
sex Place! With :monthly pay-
·_:ments as low as $325*, it's the 
perfect hedge against inflation 
. for your folks, and the perfect 
fers all the antenities you deserve 
to help you unwind after a long 
day at U .C.F. 
ho:me for you while 
you're in school! 
Sussex Place, locat-
ed conveniently off 
Al~aya Trail, is just 
minutesfro:m thecani-
pus, and also close to 
fine restaurants, en-
Custom Financing Available 
* $48,900 sale price. $46,450 mortgage 
amount. Based on 7112% conventional 
30-year financing. 13% APR. Interest 
rates subject to change without notice. 
Full details at Sales Office. 
I Westinghouse 
. ~ D ~o  
aa 
:... 
~ aa U.C.F. w 
-aa CD ~ 
Colonial Dr. ·, 
4· * .~ East-wes\ Sl'.SSf~\ Pl~Lt: 
~ Curry Ford Rd. w 
m 
OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. 
305/281-6393 
--
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail 
on Highway 50 
So, while your par-
ents are investing in 
your future, they can 
be investing in their . 
own, too. Build hoine-
owiier equity for your 
parents with R.C.A.'s 
smart niove to Sussex 
Place. 
~ ~WE WELCOME 1:.f BROKER 
EQUAL HOUSING COOPERATION 'Wfiere 'Elegance :Meets .!illforrfa6ifity! 
OPPORTUNITY · A Division of Residential Communities of America 
}--.-. .. 
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The University of Central Florida's · 
Stude.nt GovernIDent ~ 
is looking foward to an exciting year ahead! 
' 
Senate·. Elections 
· will be held on September 18 and 19 
Petitions. will be available in the Student Center on August 
27, and your Declaration of Candidacy must be made between 
September 4-10. (Room 201) 
ATTENTION! . 
If you do not want your - na¢e and phone 
nuIDber to appear in the Campo~ Phone 
Directory, please IDake sure you fill out a No 
Disclosure ~f orlll in the Office of · Student 
Affairs which is located on the second floor of 
the Ad~inistration Building. Also, please 
·inake sure that your current address is on file 
in the. Registrar's office. If you have not 
updated your· address recently, please do so. 
• 
